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Digital Identity - A Cabinet Government Administration and Expenditure 
Review (GOV) Committee discussion paper - High-level Narrative 

 

 Digital identity (who we are online) is the key to the digital world.  

 Safe, secure and accessible digital proof of identity enables citizens to get the services they need from 
Government and the private sector. 

 It also enables businesses to realise the economic opportunities presented by an increasingly digital world.  

 It’s an essential building block underpinning the Government’s priorities of digital rights and economic 
development.  

 
The current state 
 Anticipating the need for secure and safe digital identity authentication, the New Zealand Government 

invested in launching RealMe. 

 RealMe was developed when there were no market alternatives for digital identity services, and built to 
the highest level of identity assurance (that needed for a passport).  

 It performs this function well, but doesn’t provide the flexibility that Government agencies and private 
companies need today, so some have developed their own digital identity solutions.  

 

The opportunity 
 With new technologies like Blockchain developing quickly and market solutions now available, there’s an 

opportunity for the New Zealand Government to take a smarter, more agile approach to digital identity. 

 The new approach would include an Identity Trust Framework to enhance citizens’ trust and confidence by 

setting the standards, rules, legislation and policies for a wider digital identity ecosystem. 

 This would ensure that Government agencies and private sector providers operate digital identity services 

to a consistent standard.  

 It would also allow greater flexibility to meet emerging digital challenges, and pave the way for alignment 

with other jurisdictions (UK, Australia and Canada).  

 

The benefits 
 Citizens firmly in control of their personal data and will find it easier to manage their identity online.  

 Government services will be easier to access online and citizens will be able to choose to join up services 

and share their information seamlessly. 

 A robust identity ecosystem should reduce the risks of online activity, such as impersonation, fraud, or 

money laundering. 

 Citizens will have increased trust and confidence in the online services they use and have confidence they 
are secure and privacy protected. 

 NZ companies delivering digital identity services would have more opportunities to grow their business.  
 

What do we need from Ministers? 
 Approval to continue to develop a new approach to digital identity. 

 Approval to draw-down the remainder of a tagged contingency ($5.15m) to continue this work. 
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Digital Identity  - a cornerstone of the digital nation NZ wants to become 

Why is it important? 

• An electronic representation of an individual

• Provides a means for people to undertake
online what they have traditionally done
manually

• A critical enabler of the digital economy and
transformation of government services

RealMe’s current role 

• Originally developed by government as there
was no market – Logon (user name and
password) and Identity Verification Service (IVS)

• RealMe IVS provides a high-strength digital
identity (passport grade)

What is digital identity? Why do we need a new approach? 

What will happen to RealMe? 

• Citizens - can access online services easily
and with confidence that their information is
secure, and privacy protected

• Organisations - can trust that people are
who they say they are online

• Private sector - can develop new digital
services and meet compliance requirements
e.g. Anti-Money Laundering

• Choices – for citizens and businesses, which
fit the way they transact online today and in
the future

• International trade and interoperability  - is
supported in a digital environment

What actions will be taken? What outcomes are sought? 

• RealMe struggles to keep pace – without
significant investment RealMe cannot keep up
with evolving technology, security, citizen,
agency and private sector needs

• Lacks choice – RealMe is a one-size-fits all
model at passport strength

• Complex - RealMe is not easy or convenient for
citizens or businesses, who are used to using
simplier methods to prove their identity online

• Fragmented - investment lacks clear direction
and strategy in the public and private sectors

• Market maturing -  market can now provide
alternate digital identity services

• RealMe IVS – will continue as a high strength
identity provider and will be mandatory for
certain government services e.g. passports

• Private sector identity providers – would
offer identity services to government at lower
strength levels in a tiered approach

• RealMe logon – a new solution would be
found to  reduce government costs, with
logon services supplied by the private sector

•

• Trust framework (rules, standards,
legislation) - co-designed with agencies,
citizens and private sector

• Experiments, Use cases and Prototypes –
will be sued to define the future role of
government and the private sector in digital
identity

• User testing - comprehensive testing with
citizens

• Strategic partnerships - with private sector
e.g. TradeMe, Banks, Blockchain companies

• Governance – established with members
from a wide stakeholder group

• Open, scalable and financially sustainable
model – which partners public, private and
non-profit sector efforts appropriately

• Citizen-centred - designed and delivered
around citizens’ needs

• Choices for citizens - which reflect the risk and
value of simple and more complex services

• Choices for Ministers - about how to involve
the private sector and what needs to stay
within government

• Opportunities created – for NZ companies to
provide identity services

• Government’s role – could shift to standard
setting and regulation, as the market matures
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